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ABSTRACT. 

The physical meaning of perturbed trajectories in 
turbulent fields is analysed. Special care is devoted to the 
asymptotic description of average trajectories for long time 
intervals, as occuring in many recent plasma turbulence theories. 

Equivalence is proved between asymptotic average tra
jectories described as well (i) by the propagators V(b,t-"0 
for retrodiction and W T t^ i ̂  t-') for prediction, and (ii) by 
the long time secular behaviour of the solution of the equations 
of motion. This confirms the equivalence between perturbed orbit 
theories and renormalized theories, including non-Markovian 
contributions. 

New results are the following. First, the propagators 
describing asymptotic average trajectories; i.e. V and Wj , 
slightly differ from the asymptotic limit of the average 
"VLASOV" propagator <^U^ (which does not remain a propagator 
in this limit). The difference is responsible for the appearance 
of non-secular non-Markovian terms in the asymptotic trajectories. 
Such terms are neglected in perturbed orbit theories based on 
^,v\ but do not appear in the renormalized kinetic theory based 
on V -
Second, the trajectory problem appearing in these plasma turbu
lence theories actually involves a privileged time which breaks 
down the time homogeneity and thus the usefulness of the equi
valence between the SCHRODIHGER and the HEISENBERG pictures for 



observables when non-Markovian effects are included. A non zero 
correlation time removes a degeneracy between the kinetic pro
pagator V and a non kinetic one Ud 

It is shown how these results solve several apparent 
paradoxes and recent controversies. They moreover explain some 
difficulties encountered in the asymptotic limit of perturbed 
orbit theories, which are avoided by uslxi£ the renormalized 
kinetic description involving V and not <^U^>. 
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I - INTRODUCTION. 

In the kinetic description of plasma turbulence, 
"perturbed orbit theories" (X, 2j and "renormalized theories" 
/5-§7 essentially give the same explicit results* in the lowest 
approximation which goes beyond the classical quasi-linear des
cription. The difference between the methods lies in the fact 
that the result of the action of mathematical operators 
("propagators" /§, 107), is calculated in two different ways. 
In perturbed orbit theories, the explicit form of the propagator 
itself is not specified and, in a definite approximation, the 
result is expressed in terms of cumulants and averages of par
ticle positions. The latter are calculated by integrating the 
equations of mo.tion and applying some asymptotic approximation 
of long times. In renormallzed theories, the asymptotic descrip
tion is considered from the beginning at the level of a kinetic 
equation /4» 8/. The corresponding propagator is calculated 
explicitly in the same approximation as in perturbed orbit 
theories, and the result is interpreted in terms of asymptotic 
particle trajectories. The latter feature provides a bridge 
between the two kinds of theories, or, more precisely, between 
the approximations considered In these two types of theories. 

Asymptotic average trajectories have been calculated 

# The only differences in the explicit results come from the 
fact that the second methods is a fully deductive one : new 
contributions are obtained /J7 which were missed in the first 
published results given in terms of particle displacements 
(for instance : the velocity displacement and the average dis
placement of the position). 
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in rather great detail /Ï1, 127» In that work we have proved 

that the "renormalized quasi-linear" weak coupling approximation 

/57 of the renormalized kinetic theory (J\J is equivalent to the 

truncation of the cumulant expansion after the second cumulant 

in perturbed orbit theories* . Reference /Î27 was however a 

rather technical paper, and did not answer some fundamental 

questions, or apparent paradoxes. 

In the present paper we analyse in some detail the 

physical meaning of the asymptotic limit involved in such kinetic 

or long-time descriptions, the importance of irreversibility, 

and the role of non-Markovian contributions In prediction or 

retrodictlon problems for describing asymptotic average trajec

tories. 

In Section II, we recall exact results concerning time 

evolution of distribution functions (d.f.) and dynamical quan

tities (particle trajectories) expressed in terms of propagators. 

The advantage of this formalism is that, once the propagator is 

derived in a definite approximation, all the trajectories can 

immediately be obtained in the same approximation without re

peating tedious calculations and integrals. In the same Section 

II we also discuss the exact meaning of the well-know particle 

conservation of d.f. along particle orbits in a time dependent 

field. The use of a kinetic equation (a FOKKER-PLANCK equation 

for instance) to determine an observable is also discussed in 

• SKADRON and JONES /Î47 have proved_that this result is valid 
only in the stationary ease. In Ref. /Î1, 12_7 it was shown that 
the result is generally valid, even for non-stationary turbulence, 
for the kinetic part of the distribution function. 
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the general framework of the equivalence between the HEISENBERG 

and the SCHR'ÔDINGER pictures. 

In Section III we distinguish between the problems of 

prediction and retrodiction of average trajectories froir a deter

ministic kr.owr. value. The average propagator is derived explicit

ly up to second order in the turbulent fluctuating field. The 

important point is : how can the asymptotic behaviour be correct

ly described by means of a propagator formalism ? 

In order to answer this question we first summarize in 

Section IV the definitions and mains properties of the four 

different asymptotic propagators appearing in our previous sta

tistical mechanical description of plasma turbulence. 

In Section V it is proved that each of these four pro

pagators actually represents a different asymptotic form (or 

asymptotic approximation) of the averaged exact propagator 

^UCt-nt^jN describing time evolution of d.f. or particle 

trajectories for long time intervals It^-i*) . Different results 

are indeed obtained when c 1 < t ^ or c^ 4.i^ (because of ir

reversibility), and when the initial time £= tnCn ft,,t.t)J goes 

to - w or the final time goes to + ©0 . The asymptotic form of 

<(,U^ thus seems to depend not only on the problem considered 

(prediction or retrodiction), but also on the nature of the time 

variable (initial of final time). The importance of such conside

rations has already been considered separately by HASEGAWA /Î37 

and by SKADRON and JOKES /Î47, respectively. It would be however 
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rather surprising that, even for a stationary turbulence, the 
asymptotic behaviour of <̂  L/ffcjfc,,)̂  would be different following 
that t —> -co or that t —» +o» . One does not see to which o 
different physical situations this oould correspond. This is the 
paradox which is kept hidden behind some controverses about the 
existence of non-Markovian contributions /lO, 157, and which has 
not been solved for the asymptotic behaviour by SKADRON and JONES 
/yg. 

To answer this point, we study in Section VI the 
detailed asymptotic behaviour of ^ Uy . For each problem (pre
diction and retrodiction) we show that the difference between the 
two a priori possible asymptotic forms of KU/ only appears be
cause physically different higher order terms are neglected in 
each case. These higher order terms are associated with correc
tions of some "outside fields" which have been artificially in
troduced in the asymptotic forms. In Section VII we explicitly 
calculate these higher order corrections to the asymptotic tra
jectories calculated by means of asymptotic propagators. In each 
problem (prediction and retrodiction) it is found out that these 
corrections are not equivalent at all according to the asymptotic 
form considered. As a consequence, the best description is obtai
ned by means of the asymptotic form of (U}Tor which the higher 
order neglected terms are restricted to non-secular contributions 
which become asymptotically negligible with respect to secular 
contributions for long time intervals. By this way it is checked 
that the asymptotic behaviour of average trajectories are indeed 
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described by the propagators including 

all secular non-Markovlan contributions (which do not interfer 

vflth neglected non-secular contributions). 

In Section VIII we indicate that this result is fully-

consistent with conclusions reached by using other methods : 

either (i) by the direct integration of the equation of motion, 

followed by the asymptotic limit, or (ii) by using the kinetic 

equation for the d.f. (a FOKKER-PLANCK equation in velocity space, 

for instance) and the known equivalence between the HEI3SNBERG 

and the SCHHODIHGER pictures for observables. 

Beside some proofs about the consistency of our pre

viously published results on asymptotic trajectories /Ï27, the 

aim of the present paper consists to discuss the physical inter

pretation of the propagator results in terms of irreversibility, 

asymptoticity, forward and backward evolutions in time, and also 

the role of non-Markovian contributions and the existence of a 

privileged time. 
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II - TIME EVOLUTION OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND DYNAMICAL 

QUANTITIES. 

In order to avoid some usual confusions, we recall 

briefly Rome elementary properties of exact trajectories, as can 

be deduced from classical books on mechanics /Î67 or kinetic 

theory (Vf)', and elementary properties of time ordered exponen

tial operators /§, 11, 12j.-

II.A - Inverse evolutions for particles and phase functions. 

For a Hamlltonian system H ( h^Kc,*^}} > l f c i s well-

known that any phase function j?Cx^ ;V^,t) satisfies /Î6,7: 

where the LIGUVTLLE operator L is defined by the Poisson 

bracket with the Hamiltonian. From this equation, two important 

consequences are derived. Fisrt of all, the d.f. (which is con

served by the motion . -^r" J? = 0) satisfies the LI3UVTLLE (or 

KLIMONTOVTCH) equation; 

where X = (x ,V ) . The solution is formally given by 

*(x,t) = U ( t , o ) $Cx,o) ÏI.3 
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in terms of the propagator /Ï1* 1§7 : 

LUt.o) = X + e('t,o|Ux))=X +«j 3| Jdt' LCx.b'lJ I I > 4 

where X, is the direct time ordering operator which only plays 

a role for a time-dependent Liouvillian ; for a time independent 

one, the propagator reduces to 

t LOO 
U. (t,o) = e. ii.5 

Let us note that the inverse of (II.4) is 

U"*ft,.) = U(o,b) = X_e.(o,b | LOO) I I - 6 

Consider now the dynamical functions « (t) = 4 LXfHJ , 

i.e. functions of the phase coordinates at time t . The func

tions y(t) will be briefly called "trajectories". As these tra

jectories do not depend on time explicitly (i.e. t> ij/'St - o ), 

we have /II, 127 

â b^t) =- Lj>),t] 3
( t ) n.7 

the solution of which is given by 

II.8 ^(t)= LHo.fc) 3(o) r U ' ^ t , . ) g(o) 

in terms of the propagator U (eq.II.6) where x£K(o) . 

The important point is that exact trajectories y(t) are described 

by the inverse of the propagator which describes the evolution of 

a.rN. As explained in Chapter VII of //Î77 this is an interesting 



representation of the solution of the equations of motion because 
the operators L(x) and U are defined in terms of the variable 
X = X(o) : only the initial condition appears in the propagator. 

For a time displaced problem from t to t + T , eq II.7 
reads 

â^Cfc+iO ; _L[ 8 (b*v) , t + T] 3{fc*r) I I - 9 

For an initial value y(t) = y, the solution II.8 is written as 

11.10 

One can remark that L(x) appears In the exponent in spite of the 
fact that the t derivative yields L(x(t+Z )) in II.9. This is 
simply due to the property QJ • 

à. UCt.U-c) u = _ UCfc.fe**) l_Cx,b+*)ij , _ l_[x(t«)rt+z] 3(t + TJ 
< * * d 1 1 . 1 1 . 

II.B - Equivalence between HEISENBERG's and SCHRODINGER's pictures 
for observables. 

The result II.8 that inverse propagators describe the 
time evolutions of d.f. and trajectories can be understood as a 
particular case of the general equivalence between "HEISENBERG's" 
and ."SCHRODINGER's" pictures for the statistical mechanical 
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definition of an observable /Î&7. For a dynamical quantity 

y(x,t), the corresponding observable Is defined in the SCHRÙDINGER 

picture as the phase average of the initial value y(x,o) calcula

ted by means of the normalized d.f. at time t (i.e. Integrated 

over phase variables x) : 

tjEx.fcfs JdU vi(x,o) ̂ (x,b) =r dx ^(X.o) U(fc,«Hfo<0 (SCHRODINGER) 

11.12 

In the HETSEMBERG picture, the observable is defined as the phase 

average of the dynamical quantity y(x, t) calculated by means of 

the initial d.f. : 

^(X,t)=jax IjOf.fc) $tx,e) (HEISENBERG) 

11.15 

The equivalence between both pictures is insured by the general 

expression for time evolution of dynamical quantities or micros

copic trajectories : 

aC*,fc)= U + ( t , c ) a(x,o) II. 14 

Here U+tt, o) i s the adjoint of *J(t,o) defined by 

jj.x gOO ? -P.U) = joU -JiCO P + §C*-) H.15 

The adjoint of the time ordered exponential operator of eq.(II.4) 

is obtained by changing the time ordering (X-j. —> X,) and by 

taking the adjoint of the exponent (I, -^ L + ) . Thus, from (II.4) 

we obtain 

U+(fe,o) = X_e(t,*|L+) n. l 6 
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For an exact reversible evolution of f we have 

C = _ L 11.17 
even with a time-dependent Liouvillian. This can be checked for 
the time dependent VIASOV-XLIMONTOVICH operator* : 

Lcx.fe) = - v.v -«- Eo.tj.o 11.18 
where 

S »''/'!>£ 1 **fa% 11.19 
Here q and m are the charge and the mass of the particle. As a 
consequence of II.17, the adjoint propagator U of a reversi
ble exact evolution Is Just equal to the inverse U~ : U is a 
unitary operator. Using 11.16, .17 and eq 2.15 of Ref. /§J, vie . 

have indeed : 

U+Cb,a) = X_e(t,o|ll)=X_e(t ) 0\-L).X_ t(o,tlL) 

= lyfe,fc)« Lr"(fc,°) 
11.20 

Prom II.14 and 20, we reach the conclusion that exact reversible 
trajectories (for which II.17 holds) are described by 11.10 : 

uO,k)= U + (t,o) ^Cx,°) - U(.o,k) g(x,o) 

II.C - Conservation of d.f. along particle orbits. 

We now note, from eq.(II.3) : 
^Oc,V)« UCfc.o) JfK.o) = $ [uCt.o)*)*»] H.21 

* The explanation of this double name for plasmas is discussed 
in /_87. 
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and, using 11.20 : 

JCx.fcJ.jLuVb)*,.] 
In the simple case where L is time-independent, U only 
depends on the difference of its time-argumente, _ind 

uct,«ox -- u ( o , - t ) x ^ xc-t) I I 2 3 

represents the value x(-t) of x at time -t, knowing that its 
value at t = 0 is x. In this case, we derive from 11.21 and 
23, the well-known expression of LIOUVTLEE's theorem 

|(x,k)= iltl-Vs'l C x r K M ) X1.24 

In the general case of a time-dependent L(t),'however, 
U (o, t)x in 11.22 can only represent "adjoint trajectories" 
x'(t) at time t, starting from x f(o);x : 

x+(b) = U + Co,fc)x 11.25 

and t h e LIOUVILLE theorem 11 .22 r e a d s 

JC.,1:)- J J V C * ) , . ] CxmX^ n . 2 6 

This quantity x (t) can nevertheless be interpreted as a physical 
trajectory, but only if x is interpreted as x(t) : 

XSX(fc) 11.27 
U(t,o)x = X(o) I I 2 8 

In this case the LIOOTIIXE theorem 11.21 can be written : 

j^t) . |[XW,.] ( x m x w ) 11.89 
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We see that the physical meaning of the LIOUVILLE 
theorem is slightly different in the case of a time independent L 
(eq. 11.24) and in the general case (eqs. 11.26 or 29). Prom this 
difference we conclude that it is sometimes interesting (in order 
to make an easier interpretation in terms of particle trajecto
ries for quantities appearing in kinetic theory) to give up the 
usual meaning of the phase variables x as x(o) and to rather 
consider x as x(t). This will be done from now on in the pre
sent discussion. 
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III.2 

III - PREDICTION AMD RETRODICTION OF AVEP.tGE TRAJECTORIES IN 
A TURBULENT FIELD. 

In section II, we have proved that exact trajectories 
are described by (II.10) : 

3(t±T).U(t,ti*) gib) ^ a j ) m , 

where(II.4) 
U(t,t±T)= X_e(fc,t±*|Lta) 

r X_ <•*£ \ ? foe L(.x, ttejj-
and x s x(t). We now go over the stochastic problem where L(x,t) 
has the KLIMONTOVICH form (II.18) in term of a fluctuating 
electrostatic field E. We introduce here the statistical average 
^•••y used in the kinetic theory of plasma turbulence /8,19-217 
and consider the following problem : given a non-fluctuating 
value y of a particle trajectory at time t, what is the average 
value of this quantity a time interval ~E" later (prediction pro
blem) or before (retrodiction problem) 1 Here y represents for 
instance the position x of a particle, its velocity v , or pro
ducts of both quantities like xx, vv or xv. From III.l the solu-
tion of this problem is given by 

< 5 ) C t « ) > = < U ( f c , k ± r ) > 3 III.3 

Obviously in this problem, t is a privileged time where y has 
no fluctuations. 
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Here the prediction problem /y(t +"S)^ appears as a 
generalized diffusion problem from a known deterministic initial 
value. The retrodiction problem ^y(t -t ) ^ appears as an inverse 
problem from a known deterministic final value. Retrodiction how
ever does not represent an unphysical "negative diffusion" problem 
in which information would be recovered by going from t-5 to t ; 
this retrodiction problem takes into account the dispersion of 
the values of y(t -5 ) which can lead to y(t) = y. The difference 
between pre- and retro-diction problems will of course be impor
tant in cases where the direction of time ("time arrow") is im
portant : this is associated with Irreversibility and will appear 
to be crucial in the definition of the asymptotic behaviour. 

'j.'he average propagator appearing in III.3 is formally 
given by* (II.4, II.6) 

< UCt.tcl) - < X+€(t,t.,|L)> I I I # 4 

4UCt„t)> - <X_e(fc0,klU> - <X_e(t,M-L)> I I I - 5 

Using the expansion of exponential operators (eqs.l.l2a in ,/97) 
we can expand these expressions in powers of L and we easily 
derive explicit expressions for these averages up to the second 
order in the field. Prom now on we limit ourselves to the case 
of a (macroscopically) homogeneous turbulence where 

<C E £x,,!0]> = o 1TI.6 

• Here we use time variables t and t 0 (with t ̂  t ) without specifying the physical meaning of the phase variable : this will be 
important only when the trajectories III.3 will be calculated ex
plicitly in Section VI. 
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I n t h i s c a s e we o b t a i n (fc-^-t») 

<u ( t,u) > = u •< b,t.) [ i +pt*' < u-̂ 'J L

t ^ ' - ï , J > + °< E * J ] 

to O I I I - 7 

to -^ 

t o ° ° III.8 

In each case we have written two equivalent expressions j their 

respective usefulness will appear when applying the asymptotic 

limit in Sections V and VI. In III.7 and 8, U° is the free pro

pagator* 

The Liouvillian in interaction representation /57 has been denoted 

by 

IL tf) =- u°a,t ') L(b') u'tf.b) 
t I I I . 1 0 

which i m p l i e s t h e f o l l o w i n g s i m p l e i d e n t i t y 

U°(t„t,)LCfJ lUt") = LL(fJ LCV) U°(t,,fe«) 
t , t t 4„ fc„ HI. 11 

* External deterministic fields can always be included in a 
simple way (See Section 4 in Ref./97for the magnetic field). 
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Using (II.18) wecan evaluate the correlation of two IL operators : 

III. 12 
We introduce the spectrum of electric field fluctuations 

(eq.4.1.5 in 37) •• 

or 

V ( * ; * £ <Vs» t> Ej&**' X i t* B 0> ^'»'i 
III.13 

according to wether t, >. t„ in III.12. Both expressions become 
identical for stationary turbulence where S^. (B1) is independent 

o 
of the superscript t and where £_( (o'J - 5. .(o'J • 

Expressions III.7 and 8 of average propagators allow 
one to describe average particle trajectories up to the second 
order in the field (first order in the spectrum S). The results 
are given in eqs. A.1.2-6 in Ref. /Tl7• One can check that of 
course identical results are obtained by integrating the equations 
of motion 

in. 14 

S * t t ) • I &cxft)ii.) 
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Up to this point we have only described the average of exact 
trajectories to the first order In the spectrum by means of the 
average of propagator U *. The question we want to study now is 
the following : can we describe the asymptotic behaviour of ^ u)> 
in terms of an asymptotic propagator (with a group property) and 
which one ? Before studying this point in Section V and VI, let 
us first summarize in Section TV, the asymptotic propagators 
which can be candidates for the description of asymptotic tra
jectories. 

• It is obvious that averaging Is not sufficient to introduce 
irreversibility, contrary to the claim of ̂ 2§7. 
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IV - ASYMPTOTIC PROPAGATORS IN KINETIC I-.'ID 
NON-KINETIC THEORY OF PLASMA TURBULENCE. 

We summarize here in a unified presentation the pro
perties of the four asymptotic propagators which appeared sepa
rately in our previous statistical mechanical treatment of plas
ma turbulence. 

In Ref. fî,?J we have derived the irreversible kinetic 
equation for plasma turbulence from the general reversible 
KLIMONTOVICH equation. This was performed by using the subdynamics 
method /Î8,23-257 which allows us to split the KLIMONTOVICH exact 
distribution into two orthogonal projections which satisfy sepa
rately two independent sufcdynamics, i.e. two independent equations. 
The first projection is the kinetic component, the average of 
which satisfies the kinetic equation. The passage from the 
KLIMONTOVICH equation (equivalent to LIOUVILLE's equation) to the 
kinetic equation is equivalent to introducing irreversibility. 
The information lost here is contained in the complementary pro
jection which is formally described by a non-kinetic equation /57< 

IV.A - KINETIC PROPAGATORS. 

The general kinetic equation /J+J : 

describes the (forward) time evolution of the average (kinetic) 
d.f T by means of the fundamental turbulent propagator .V 
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defined by the kinetic equation itself : 

•5tV(fe,t.) .- [E(t) +6(1)] V(k,h) 

and the initial value 

IV. 3 

The formal solution of (IV.2,3) is given by a time-ordered ex'i 

nential operator (°i] : 

! va,t.)»x4ea li.iL4s)«x+«Jj*tf[L(fjtûft'j]| 
j V. to -̂  

in terms of the turbulent collision operator 

6(t] ?< LCD <T(y) .- fd-E <(Ufc) Ma,t-t)£, L(l.ï)>V(U,tl 

IV. 4 

IV. 5 

the average Liouvillian 

LCH--V-Z - 5 , < ^ c ï ' t î > ^ iv.6 

and the WEINSTOCK propagator B A B ' /2, 3, V defined "jy 

0 t BA(l,h>)E> = B U t | b A ( t W B - Here B s 1 - A and A is 

the averaging operator." From the properties of time-ordered ex

ponential operators, its inverse is given by 

V~a,t.) = V(fco.fc) = X.e(t 0,t|L +&) = X_e (t tko|-L-6) 

IV.7 

This propagator, along with the following ones, are asymptotic 

propagators because the time *£• is integrated up to + <x> (see 

IV.5 and also IV.10, 19 and 22). 
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Prom the equivalence between the HEISENGERG and the 

SCHRÛDINGER pictures of observable (Section II.B) we know that 

the evolution of dynamical quantities is associated with the 

adjoint propagator. We thus introduce the adjoint of V by using 

the property (11.15) and define* 

w-t^.to» v +ct, :u) ( t .^O iv.8 

It can be calculated from (11.15) 

W' Ct.fc.) =X +eCt,bo|L-XJ t >,kc 

with" 

iv.9 

IV. 10 o 

This propagator W , is solution of 

^W r(t,t.), [L(t)-I(tl]WI(t,M I V 1 1 

Its inverse is given by 

W ' V . M = W (to,t)= X_eCU,tlL-I ) = X_e(fc,t0 |-L *l) 

Cè^fco) IV. 12 

The existence of two different propagators V and Wj is a 

direct consequence of irreversibility in the kinetic equation 

IV.1. For a reversible exact evolution we know indeed that there 

is only one propagator since the adjoint is simply the inverse 

• Two propagators have been denoted by W in our previous 
works. We introduce_here subscripts to avoid confusion between 
W H /47» W_ (V2j and the new propagator WI . 

•• The detailed demonstration is based on the fact that 

L+ = -Land , B A + £ t | 0 i B > £ > = <«, B/\fo,t) B * > 
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(11.20). In the present irreversible description, each propaga

tor satisfies separately a group property 

IV. 13 
W tt„tO ̂ ^ . t » ) , 1̂ (̂ ,4,) 

(with arbitrary t., t 0 and t,). The inverse thus belongs to the 

same group : 

v'^i-.t») . v(fc„io 

while the adjoint belongs to the other group 

V + i t , , to = Wj tt a i L,) - v/'A ( fc,, t o 

W^^,bO= V(k„M« V"4(t..t*) 

C^-i^^) IV. U 

iv. 15 

As explained in /Ï27 this is a vivid expression of the irrever

sibility of the turbulent motion. This question was discussed 

from a general point of view by 1RIG0GINE et al ̂ 567. 

IV.B - HON-KINETIC PROPAGATORS. 

In the derivation of the non-kinetic equation, the 

following propagator has been proved to play an essential role 

in relation with the destruction of fluctuating states (see 

eq. C 3 in /§7) where it has been denoted by \v^ ): 

T W (fc,t«0 = [ Lffc) 1- HID] WH(t,W 
fc H ' L - J " iv. 16 
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The formal solution Is given by 

W k(t,t.) = X +e(t,t 0lL + H) ( t » * « ; 

and its inverse by 

wH"^tw«wH(wo = x_«(t.1fciLi-H) (t^i. 

in terms of the operator (see eq. C.4 and D.ll in /?7): 

IV. 17 

i v . 18 

HUO ; <3DU> L(t)> = IdTf WH(t,t+T) <L(t+s) &Aft> i , t ) & UIJ) 

i v . 19 

We now define the adjoint of this propagator 

which is 

Vjtfc.t.) = X +e(t,t„IU-j) 

W r(t 0 lt) =r X.e(t.,t|L.U-) 

in terms of the adjoint of H : /1\, 127 

IV. 21 

Its inverse is simply 

— I W^tUM - V rU„t.) \ï^) 

IV. 22 

IV. 23 
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As a consequence of general properties of time-ordered exponen

tial operators /§Ji W-r is solution of 

\ W j a . u ) = l if t) -Tito] n/yifc.M 
IV.24 

% ^ ( W O -- - ^ ( t c t ) [û(t).T(t;] 

The existence of two different propagators W ^ and W ^ also 

appears to be a oonsequenoe of irreversibility. Each propagator 

satisfies separately a group property. The inverse thus belongs 

to the same group, while the adjoint belongs to the other group 

(relations IV.1J - 15 also hold with VI and ty replacing 

V and Ws ). 

IV.C - WEAK-COUPLING APPROXIMATION FOR THE ASYMPTOTIC PROPAGATORS. 

This approximation has been defined in /37 as descri

bing the operator V by the weak-coupling expression of its 

evolution equation : in eq. IV.2 G(t) is approximated by its 

lowest order expression, i.e. the second order in the field : 

G°(t) -.Us < |_(t) IL (U-sj) iv.25 
o 

ant the weak coupling propagator is given by 

^ t V "Vt.U) = [ L(t) + 6'ftj] V '"(t,t.) I V 2 6 

and i t s solution 

V W ( t , lO = X « ( X U ^ t G " ) iv.27 

file:///Wja.u
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The weak-coupling approximation of the other propagators are 

defined in the same way (see IV.10, 19, 22) : 

W M V A - » ) - X + e ( t , t - * lL*H ' ) i v _ 2 8 

W^'U.l**) = X_e ( t ,b**|E_X') iv.29 

WT

W ( t , U ï ) = X_e (t,t+3 | L -T'J iv.30 

The various operators are given by (use III.9 and III.10) : 

6*00 *fd* <L(« lLt(K»)) .-J.JD^ttJ.S +1 'f t t t ' -X 

H°(kl = j**< L(l«) LW> «2 Vtt>.£ - ? - , S V 2 IV.32 

Î ' U ) * jdT><|L Ct-i)L(t)\ -- 0 . D ^ . T ) 4 -V.F t f t ) . "5 IV.55 

with 

5 f ctv) - j*d* S f c(ïJ£iï) IV. 35 

^1*0 = U* * S^izv-y-a) I V_ 3 6 

From these results one immediately.finds the following weak-

coupling expressions of the asymptotic propagators : 
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W H

l , ,(t,N,X + f t(t,^)L .l-V-l - V.F-l) I V. 3 8 

wiWtt>+»)=X.«(t,i!rt|L-a-5-2 - 2 - E - î ) W.39 

W ^ (t,t+-5) r X t/'t.t+'S I L . •D.I.'l) 4--Û.F.V1 IV.40 

The F terms originate from non-Markovian contributions to the 
*v -— . - , —__. --

corresponding collision operators ; more precisely, for G(t) 

for instance (see eq. IV.5), the F term appears from the fact 

that the V to the right end is not unity and the velocity deri

vative included in L(t -*5 ) actually operates on V. This im

portant point has been discussed in Ref. 3. 

Using the interaction representation of exponential 

operators (eq.. 5-1° a n d 3-13 in Ref */§7) °ne can also derive 

other useful expressions of the weak-coupling propagator in which 

a free propagator has been factored out. For instance by using 

eq. 3-10 in /97 * we have : 

Similarly we obtain : 
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Vltf'̂ fcoW liB(t,k0) X +«>( M ? » 41LJt'«)Ljt ' j>| IV. 42 

IV . 43 
to ô .J 

W '" ( to,t) r X «b 1 U (d* < IL CW L lUrf j \ j W' Ct.,t) 
" (A, J. ° t o J CT-44 

For later use, we expand these propagators in powers of the 
field. ; through first order in the spectrum ( A- E^) : 

WH(t,loUU°(t,w|l • [-*(« <lLfeJ'«J lLt(t'j) + . . I i v 4 6 

W^tct) J l + Lb' L < lLJt'-.J ILJI'J) +-.. I ir^„,tO 

VUL-(u)r 1-if Lu1 a* <iL f cty; iLJ t -4^) •... J wjt.,t; 

IV. 47 

IV . 48 

The essential point in these lowest order expressions of asymp
totic propagators is their striking similarity with the exact 
expressions for the averaged exact propagator (III.7 and 8). In 
Section V, we will prove that they actually correspond to diffe
rent (approximate) asymptotic forms of <[ U S . 
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V - APPARENT PARADOX ABOUT ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF < l>) . 

After having recalled the explicit expressions of the 

asymptotic propagators of kinetic and non-kinetic theory, we are 

now ready to study the asymptotic behaviour of dynamical quan

tities, and thus of the average propagators (III.7 and 8). Here 

"asymptotic" means that we are interested in the time evolution 

for time intervals, (t - t ] much longer than the characteristic 

correlation time V of the fluctuating electric field. £ c 

Is the characteristic time after which the fields are no longer 

significantly correlated : the spectrum S(a' ) is reasonably 

small for S'>"Ee . From III.iJ we note that ç c may depend on 

velocity, which means that the correlation time of the fields is 

deiined as "seen" by a particle. 

As we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour, this 

does not imply that t - t has to be taken as infinite, (other

wise average trajectories would certainly diverge) ; it only 

means that t - t has to be taken as much larger than 5 C 

in the time integral l*A«; %(•"*') y D u ^ remains finite elsewhere. 

This explains why t and t are still involved in the follo

wing expressions. If we consider that this is equivalent to an 

infinitely distant initial time t —? -co we would be tempted 

to use the first expressions in III.7, 8 and describe the asymp

totic behaviour of <L/^ by : (use also IV.45, 47). 

<ua,i=«)> , u°(t,u)L +jdt'Jrf5 < iLjt'j ILJI'-SJ) * - •} 
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r /-L i, 

W r(t„ 1t) 

V.2 

On the other hand, If we consider that asymptotieity is descri
bed by an Infinitely distant final time t —s + <*> , we would 
be tempted to use the second expressions in IIIT7» 8 and to des
cribe the asymptotic behaviour of <( l/̂  by (use IV.46, 48) : 

<u(iw), .- i f d ^ L + U ' (di <IL (t'«)iia'j>+---} 

= W H (t,K0 

t-̂ +» (. 't-o -'o 0 0 j 

= Wj.(Ut) v- 4 

From the explicit expressions obtained in Section IV, 
we know that these propagators are different 

Vft.Vi.) 4 W„(t,l:o) 
v.5 

Does it imply that the asymptotic behaviour of <£U> is diffe
rent according to wether we consider an infinitely aistant final 
or initial time ? Here the paradox appears : at least for a 
stationary turbulence the two asymptotic limits t —» +00 and 
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less we obtain here different results In the two cases. 
In the stationary case we have indeed from IV.45-48 (and using 
III.12, 13) : 

vft1t.i,;=u"^»--»jJ'i+Jd»['îU-»^]{D(.Lv9'(,] * V a } *-} 
V.6 

v.8 

V.9 

Clearly the difference between V and Vv^ or between 
W-- and W , lies in the non-Markovian P terms which are 

thus responsible of the present paradox. 

These terms are generally omitted in the plasma lite
rature ; the present simple calculations to lowest order clearly 
show that these terms do exist, even if they are smaller than 
the D terras /37- Moreover, we have to show that these results 
(V.l - V.4) also hold exactly to all powers in the field ; this 
has been proven in ref./ll, 127 for eq V.l and V.4, similar 
methods have been used to check that V.2 and 5 also hold to all 
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powers in the field. Thus F terms do exist but however intro
duce a difference between two physically equivalent descriptions: 
(V.l and 2) on one hand and (V.J and 4) on the other hand. Ac
tually there is a simple explanation which is based on the fact 
that V^t,toj and WH(b,ko) both describe the asymptotic 
behaviour of ^ U£fc)to)^ but in different approximations' in 
what concerns the secular terms. They thus represent two alter
native asymptotic forms of ^ U(k,ko)\ , in the same way as 

W j f i i H and Wj-(̂ oifc) represent two alternative 
asymptotic forms of ^ U(kv,feJ^ , but up to this point it has 
not been proved which one represents the asymptotic behaviour 
of ^ U ^ correctly. 
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VT - ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF < L>> . 

The asymptotic behaviour of the average propagator 

^ y ) (eqs III.7 and 8) can be described more precisely than 

in Section V. Let us first write these expressions in a slight

ly different form by introducing t' = t + 9 in the first ex

pression and t 1 = t -Ô in the second expression of III.7 and 

8 : 
,1-fco ft-to f ,l.t« ffc-t* , 

<U£fc,U)) c U°Ci,l.) 14 lids' Ide- - / I L j U + W U - ^ t ^ e - ^ ) * - j 

VI. l a 

« U°ft,l 0)U + \AT.< Le < ILjt-SH*') IL ( t=-s) > 4. . I 

V I . l b 

It» V I " 2 a 

J d + U' J«te<iL(t-»JiLCt-»*»y>+- |u cft.,t; 

VI . 2b 

VI.A - APPEARANCE OF THE DIFFUSION AND HIGHER ORDER COEFFICIENTS 

From III. 1?. and 13 one can see that the corresponding 

integrants introduce respectively the spectrum S at different 
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Tne integral aver £ introduces eventually a secular dependence 
in t - t and a dependence in %'. For time intervals t - t 
long compared to the characteristic correlation time ~SC of the 
spectrum the asymptotic behaviour of the results VI.la and 
VI.2a thus involves 

J ~ J VI.3a 

and in VI.lb and 2b : 

Aa' •&'* S f-6'J vi.3b 

Expression VI.3a for n = 0 and n = 1, represents, respectively 
the diffusion coefficient 3? ()!,) in velocity space 
(IV.38) and its non-Markovian correction F (S) (IV.39) ; 
for higher values of n (vi.3a) represents higher order contri
butions in 'ge : such integrals are usually assumed to exist 
and to be finite. 

If expressions VI.lb and 2b are used to evaluate the asymptotic 
behaviour., one is led to assume that coefficients VI.3b exist 
and are finite. However, because of the 3' dependence in the 
amplitude of the spectrum in VI.3b, it does not represent the 
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same coefficients as YI.?a( except in the simple case of a sta
tionary spectrum*). 

V L B - THE IMPORTANCE OP "OUTSIDE FIELDS". 

In the expressions (VT.l, 2 a. and b) the 6 inte
gration is restricted to values such that B ~>^' : in VI.la 
and VI.2a this restriction prevents t + p - 5 ' becoming 
smaller than t ; in VI.IB and VI.2b this restriction prevents 
t -B +*' becoming larger than t . In both cases, the res
triction 9 tj-*' excludes the contribution of "outside fields" 
i.e. values of the field E(t') at time t 1 located outside the 
considered interval (t, t ). 

If we now suppress this restriction &}&' in study
ing the asymptotic behaviour, we artificially introduce in the 
asymptotic value of 'CU^ contributions of such "outside fields" 
but we do not introduce the same terms in each case : il we do 
this in VI.la and VI.2a we introduce outside fields in the past, 
and if we do this in VI.lb and VT.2b we introduce outside 
fields in the future. This is actually what has been done by 
taking t -9 - 00 and t -9 + <*> in Section V to deduce two al
ternative -symptotic forms for each average propagator. Surely 
if this was an exact limit, it could not have introduced any dif
ference between equivalent expressions (at least for a stationary 
spectrum). But the limiting procedure used In <£U\ 

» In other oases, a too large growth rate of the spectrum 
( H > Se"* ) could prevent that the coefficients VI.3b be 
finite. 
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(v.i and 2) and in { l/\ (V.3 and 4) actually involves the 
artificial introduction of outside fields in a way which is dif
ferent in each procedure t •»•« or t-i + re . This is the reason 
why, even for a stationary spectrum, the two asymptotic forms ofeadi 
4f> appear to be different in spite of the fact that they 

represent the same asymptotic problem. 

In other words, V£fc,lo) and V/Hlk,k0) represent 
two different approximations of < V (tjfco)^^ > each one in
cluding different "outside fields", V in the past and WH in 
future. Similarly, WjfW,!:) and W^ft;^) represent 
two different approximations of <( Ufteifc)^/^ , each one inclu
ding different "outside fields", UL in the past and Wj. in 
the future. 

These considerations are however not sufficient to 
determine which approximation in the "better" one. 

VI.C - EXPRESSIONS FOR t( tQifc. 

Following the discussion of Sections VI.A and B, the 
asymptotic behaviour of VI.1 and 2 can be described by, first, 
separating the contribution of "outside" fields : 

,t.tc fb-ko (V 
et© VI. * J->b-bo fb-ko fi 

and, second, by extending to infinity the integration over the 
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the time interval of propagation of fluctuating states 

ffc-to -5> CO 
ds' VJ.5 r 

We thus obtain 

<uct,w)>n = < u a , u ) \ _ u°ct,"=<.) iTc'|^> <IL, a^ejiL^p-si») 
' nS. 'fc0 _5^OB J J tv ho 

0 O 

VT.6 

VI.7 
In each expression the first term represents the asymptotic form 
obtained by the limiting procedure of Section V, One can check 
indeed that these expressions are recovered from VI.1 and 2 by 
suppressing the limitation P^»' (thus by the first term in 
VI.4) and extending to infinity the 3' integration. The second 
term in each expression (VI.6, 7) actually represents the correc
tion which has been neglected in the asymptotic procedure of 
Section V. We thus have (with Z. » "5e >, ° ) 

_ _ / 
^U(t,t-*J) = V (1,1-8) * AV/U-i) = W H fb.U-) + i W „ Cty-v) 

VI ,8 

W.4. 
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The asymptotic behaviour of each average propagator ^U) can 
thus be expressed in two ways ; in each one the first term re
presents an asymptotic form which is a true asymptotic propagator 
(with a group property), and the second one is the corresponding 
correction (A )• The physical meaning of this correction is the 
following : this term A compensates the contribution of "out
side fields" which have been artificially introduced in the pro-
pagator by the limiting procedures t -* - oa and t —» +ca ap-
plied in Section V. 

These corrective terms are given by 

AYft.t*). -U°a,t-*)p°5'L> <LLt ,£*-»•») L^t-*"-»'^ 
o 1Q 

AWj.tt.V*) z -pvpw < !Lt(Uf>-*'j yt+e)> U°ft,t+V) 
o Jo 

VI. 

AW.ft.trt) s _ U°a,t«J d*< \de<£\L (k*v-ti li- (t+s-e+5'j\ 

10 

VI . 11 

•'o •'o 

VI. 1J 

http://AW.ft.trt
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In deriving VI.11 and 15 we have also used III.11 to commute 

the free propagator to the other side. 

VI.D - TERMS NEGLECTED IN THE ASW1PT0TIC PROPAGATORS. 

Explicit expressions for the corrections in terms of 

the spectrum can be derived by using III.12 and 15. Let us res

trict ourselves to a stationary and homogeneous turbulence ; we 

obtain : 

Av(k,fc--0 -- - U°a ,u) Lu j«A? l\-»?„•] S M[^ -t9-*oVj] 

AWH ft.k*] : -Jds' p e [^ + Ce-ï'J?H] V*'J ["*, + »Tj] u7tik BJ 
0 0 

VI. 16 

VI. 17 

Assuming as usual the existence of the integrals VI.5a, we define 

the diffusion tensor D (v ) and P( v) by (IV.55, 56), along 

with the following higher order terms : 

VI. 14 

VI. 15 

S(v) = p,< *'* S (l'Vj-sO 
VI. 18 
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VI. 19 

We obtain : 

VI. 20 

VI. 21 

•e. 

VI. 22 

AV(t|k-l) - _ t •D.F.T) -1 V.6.-» + a -5.6..V .1 V.H .V 

AWJt.U) r . •S.F.'D-H V.G.7) *-lU,7.l V.H.vL" 

*X-T r i 
AW,{b,U*U _ e "V'V b.F.Ï» + i 7.&.0 .It.&.V . 1 V H 1 ? L T „ 

J 1 -" \«,~i<* % „ ~ ~- -%„ X,-~ G ~ ^ ~ J VI.23 

These terms arc responsible for the difference between asymptotic 

trajectories calculated by means of Vffc,V-s) and Wyftit+^J 

on one side, and by WH^tiV-*) and W ^t,t+BJ on the other 

side. 

In the same approximation the expressions IV.45-48 of the propa

gators can be written : 

- --BÎS-Z [ II (1 

V(t,K*j_-1 u • L*[v»t] 3>9lv
B53 +/«®£vMt] ̂  ^ 

V I . 24 

VI .25 
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5 V.17 
e 

VT.26 

vi. 27 

At first glance one could think that the propagators 
Vffc|V-t) and W j (V-,F*"BJ which only include outside fields 
in the past (see Section IV.B) could give the "best" description 
for the asymptotic propagator 4.U) and hence for asymptotic 
average trajectories. The other propagators W^CiV-s) and 
Wj (.tit+T.) include indeed contributions of outside fields in 
the future and this could seem to be less satisfactory. This ar
gument is however not sufficient. The only criterion for deter
mining which is the "better" asymptotic propagator consists in 
comparing the terms neglected in both cases. This will be done 
in Section VII. 
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VII - ASYMPTOTIC AVERAGE TRAJECTORIES. 

From the asymptotic behaviour of the a/erage propaga
tor ^Uy , discussed in Section VI, we are now ready to study 
the asymptotic behaviour of the average trajectories defined in 
Section III. 

Substituting VI.8 and 9, into III.3 we obtain : 

<3 ( l-* î>A*"<u' t' l-» )\s.'i *W-»>a * *vrt>-»)9 

VII.la 

VII.lb 

VII.aa 

VII.2b 

In each expression the first terra is described by one of the four 
asymptotic propagators, while the second term represents a cor
rection which balances the artificial introduction of the "outside 
fields" in the first term. These corrections A have been eva
luated explloitly in Section VI to the second order in the fluc
tuating field. This is sufficient in order to calculate particle 
trajectories to the same order. 
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In Réf. /Il, 127 we have published detailed expressions 

for the particle trajectories calculated by means of 

which is obviously equivalent to neglecting ^ V and Û W T , 

in VII.la and VII.2b, respectively. For a stationary and homoge

neous turbulence, eqs. VI.24, 27 and VII.3 yield, to the order 

„2 

Here ^ £tf&) = 9 (t è«) - < $ Ct + S)> 

vil.4 

VII. 5 

vu. 6 

VII. 7 

vil. 8 

The main result of this paper consists precisely to show that 

VII.3 is the "best choice" for the trajectories VII.4-8 already 

published in eqs.4.18-24 of Ref./12/. This is equivalent to show 

that the corresponding neglected terms (introduced by A V and 
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A W_ ) are lowest order, negligible non secular terms* 

Let us consider <\ r X for instance ; we find from 

VI.20-25 : 

AV(fc.Y-5) x -. -•! S' vil.9 

H /w yv £ /v VII. 10 

AWT(t,t+s)x -.\&x 

VII.11 

VII.12 

»" h f'« i%-l ) ; _6'« ftl-&) vil. 13 

The terms neglected by using V ('tî -t) and W^tit-t-o) to des

cribe the asymptotic behaviour of ^ x ( t i & ) ^ are thus non-secular 

terms indeed. If Wj^ (t,V-6) or W_- (.t,V: +®5 had been used the error 

made would have contained secular terms in P' (VII.10 and 12) ; 

even if these terms are non dominant they can not however be ne

glected asymptotically. 

More generally, the quantities VII.4-8 can be calculated 

from VII.la and VII.2b and we obtain the following asymptotic ex

pressions. Terms which are due to the corrections AV and 4 fc/y 

are given at the extreme right hand side of the following 

• In either way, such non secular terms could never be descri
bed by means of any asymptotic propagator P(è,t±s) , simply 
because its initial value Pft,t) is by definition equal to one 
and cannot thus describe any g - independent term other than 
the exact initial value. 
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expressions* 

( X j t i î ) ) = î ( i 5 V t l l î ' 4 8 F l ± 4 6 ' VII. 14 

<Y(ki«)> : V + -B 3>' _ F ' VII.15 

<lvC<=«) v(t±6)> = » t J _*jF vu.16 

<xa*6)vCt t i J> = t s 2 2 + « F o vu.17 

<£(fci*)S(fr±*)> s !**2 -»*F »1H V I I . l 8 

3y comparing with VII.4-8 It is readily seen that, for all these 

quantities, the errors only represent non-secular terms because 

the asymptotic behaviour of <l/(t,tis)) is approximated 

by"tihé propagators V(t,l--*) _ and. Wr(i,t+*£ . 

Dn the other hand, if the same quantities are calcula

ted from VII.lb and VII.2a, the results are of oourse the same 

• Eqs (VII.14-15) are simply obtained by the action of 

<!, Vfè.t±S}}« ° n * a n d v • P r o m (VII.la-2b) we know that 

/y \ - P + Û P where the different P ana U P are given in 

(VI.24-2?) and (VI.20-25),respectively. The last three eqs. 

(VII.16-18) for <fcP 4"> are obtained by first calculating 

<(,<)>* faut)ft and then by substracting <p)<f> ^(t-tùt)f][(r+àrJll 

It is important to realize that the correction introduced by 4 P 

is equal to 

which is non linear in i P , 
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but the terms are distributed in an other way : the corrections 
due to AU/JJ and Ak/g are now given by the terms at the extreme 
right hand side : 

•^X(t±6)\ = X fHV + =.23> +SF'±-1£' 
^ • ~ / -v «'*.'« .v 2 ~ VU. 19 

" *Z VII.21 

<xcti^va±o>rt5

z^±«j - , e F V I I > 2 2 

VII.25 

Thus if the propagators WM(t|t-&) and UL (k|t-»s) are used 
to describe these asymptotic trajectories, the error made by 
neglecting A Wu and AW-. would involve additional and non 
negligible secular terms (weavy underlined in eqs VII.19, 22 and 
23). 

We thus reach the following conclusions, about the des
cription of such asymptotic trajectories by means of asymptotic 
propagators : 

1° _ V(t|t-c) and Wj-(t,b4's) are the "good" propagators for 
asymptotic retrodietions and predictions, respectively, in 
the sense that they exactly describe all secular contribu 
tions. 
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(This appears from the comparison of eqs (VII.4-8) obtained 

by these asymptotic propagators, with the complete results 

VII.14-18 obtained by " ^ U ^ .) 

2° - The only error made by using the asymptotic propagators V and 

Wj- are higher order non secular terms* which express the 

fact that ^lO^jj is actually not a propagator. Such terms 

never appear in a kinetic theory of plasma turbulence since 

the latter involves V and not s U}#$ • One could even say 

that this is the advar. age of a kinetic theory. 

As a last remark, we note that the complete results 

(VII.14-18) actually involve the secular non-Markovlan F terms. 

As these terms also appear in the results VII.4-8, they are des

cribed by the asymptotic propagators and are not due to some 

artefac effect related with the outside fields. As other secular 

terms in "£" , such terms cannot be neglected a priori. 

This explains why exact asymptotic trajectories described 

by <f> f l 4 i (VII. 14-15) satisfy 

±^_ < x ( t « ) > = < y ( t ± s » 
while the results obtained by using asymptotic propagators 

(VII.4,5) rather give ^êq.4.24 in Ref. llgff : 

Actually both right hand sides are equal simply because last < v > 

does not include the non secular F' term. To be fully consistent 

the P' term has to be neglected in this last eq., not because this 

term would not exist /ï§7 but rat .1er because it actually belongs 

to a higher order description of ^ v f t + * ) ^ . | 
I 
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VIII - COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS. 

In this Section we indicate briefly how these conclu

sions can be reached by using rather different methods. For those 

who trust more the classical methods than operator calculations, 

we first indicate how average trajectories can be calculated ex

plicitly to the lowest order in the spectrum by integrating the 

equations of motion along perturbed orbits. Explicit asymptotic 

results are calculated with a model spectrum in order to compare 

non-Markovian and non-asymptotic terms. In the last paragraph 

VIII.B we discuss the difficulties assooiated with a rapid appli

cation of the equivalence between the HEISENBERG and the 

SCHRODINGER pictures to describe asymptotic trajectories, i.e. 

with the description of trajectories directly by means of a 

kinetic equation (for instance a Fokker-Planck equation). One is 

faced indeed with difficulties associated with irreversibility 

/26_7 and the existence of a privileged .time in a Non-rMarkovian 

problem (¥tj. 

VIII.A - INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION. 

Exact average trajectories can be calculated to the 

lowest order in the spectrum in a classical way by integrating 

the equations of motion (III.14) along perturbed orbits. Results 

have been given in eqs. A.1.12-16 of Ref /Î17 for an homogeneous 

turbulence. 

In order to obtain explicit results for the time de

pendence, we may consider a model spectrum of electric field 
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fluctuations ; this model spectrum can be choosen as simple as 

possible to exhibit the existence of the fundamental time soale 

of the problem : the correlation time f . For instance we 

consider : 

VIII.1 
and 

where a, b can depend on the velocity. In this way we obtain, 

2 up to the order E *v S : 

<v(ttt)> rv + t c b [e dm .jo)] vin.4 

<x(t4*j ?(tiw> r -s* a * Jl* dtej -g*/w + 4 Aw] 
" ~ L a * <J * J V I I I . 7 

where Q s ~t / t c . The elementary functions are defined by 

VII I .5 

VIII .6 

4M» VIII .8 

P t* I -9* T 

dt é ^ Erfe «^?<4.S_ (- l-d. t J-»...) I 

J ( 9 ) i U r t e . = ^ 1 A . Z J v n i . 9 

jteh <*i t ^e : è \ ^ Erf e . e 

0 

VIII.10 
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VIII.11 

The asymptotic behaviour ( 5 » 1) of theso elementary 

functions can be related with the coefficients D , F , 0 and 
*v i* ^ 

H in the present model (use VIII.1 in IV.35,36, VT.l8,19) : 

& d(.!>) = 3> - A •! S^_ (-d-d + X +.-.,i 8 ? a * «va* VIII.12 

- S * 
**t * $ ^ ' = Z - i , ^ \ " - VIII.13 

? * 

^ & s w - £ - * V * V ^ - ^ V - O - " * * * ! * * * viii.14 

1 ^ 2^(8)= H --£«*« 4 C^ + 9 l 3 e _ a Z 

VIII .15 

By substituting these results into (VTII.3 - 7), we recover eqs. 

VII.14-18 including the non secular terms. Moreover we can check 

that the non asymptotic corrections to these results are at least 

* 2 

exponentially small (exp -& ). 

From these results one can conclude that all secular terms are 

correctly described by the asymptotic propagators V (é/^-fJ and 

WT£fcje + *&) . We note that the secular non-Markovian terms 

are much larger than the neglected corrections to the asymptotic 

behaviour. 

* For the average velocity for instance, the exact result 
differs from the asymptotic result by less than 10-2 as soon as 

Q = 2. The asymptotic expression thus becomes very rapidly an 
accurate description. 
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VIII.B - ASYMPTOTIC TRAJECTORIES AS DEDUCED BY A KINETIC EQUATION 

Prom (11.12, 13)* the observable corresponding to ave

rage trajectories defined in III.5» can be described in the 

SCHRODINGER and HEISEMBERG pictures by 

VIII.16 

where the average d.f. Jjî^-P> sat: jf les to the kinetic 

equation 

1 t |Or,l) = J_Zlk) + G(t)J $C*,k) 
VIII.17 

In the lowest approximation, this reduces to a FOKKER-PLANCK 

equation in velocity space (use IV.Jl) : 

\ J te* l L >'[-x- ï +TL-B^*1-£-2J^*'X'b' vin. 18 

This is the quasi-linear approximation which is here completed 

for consistency by the F term : this term takes into account 

non-Markovian effects in the collision operator of inhomogeneous 

systems /37- From this kinetic equation the time evolution of 

the average d.f. is thus described by the propagator V s Xt(L-t-é) 

(or its weak coupling approximation, eq. IV.37). This allows one 

to derive from VIII.16 the time evolution of average trajectories 

^ W (k*v)y . One can think at first sight that the asymptotic 

behaviour of ^'Affc+'Tr)^ can be obtained from the knowledge of 

the kinetic behaviour of f". We will see that this is correct 
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for the dominant terms, but can be misleading for the other 
terms in the case of a non-Markovian behaviour. 

VTII.B.l - Retrodiction. 

Let us first consider the retrodiction problem for the 
asymptotic value of ^^(t-Tr)^ . If we strictly apply the result 
that the time behaviour of f" is described by the propagator V_j 
then the average d.f. would be described asymptotically in the 
past by 

[Ct-t) f l a I v it-ntf fit) VJI1-19 

and from VIII.16 we would obtain (using IV.8) : 

< <J (•=-"*)>,s = V ̂ t-ii.t) gft) '- W r f fc,t-ir) g (*) v m . 2 0 

This result would be different from VII.3 (at least for the non-
dominant but secular F terms). How can we explain that this 
method is actually misleading ? 

The obvious error in the derivation of VIII.20 comes 
from the following point : if the forward time evolution of f" 
is indeed described asymptotically by the kinetic equation 
(use V.l) : 

lit) -- V £t,t.i ]"(M -- <l/ffc>.)> fft.) m i S 1 
<J t ° CO -9 - W 

such kinetic equation (VIII.17.l8) by itself does not tell any
thing about asymptotic backward evolution in time. The latter 
is a rather different and non-kinetic problem : see the work of 

http://VIII.17.l8
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HASEGAWA /I^7 concerning the construction of a time-reversed 
MARKOV process. One has to be very careful when using a kinetic 
equation for retrodiction of trajectories. 

This point appears as a direct consequence of the va
lidity condition which has been given in the derivation of the 
kinetic equation in the subdynamics language /JJ'. In this method 
it has been proved that the function 7 exactly satisfies the 
kinetic equation (VIII.17) when some relation holds initially 
between the fluctuating part f and the average part 7 of 
':he d.f. : 

| ( t . ) = iCCUIfl I (t„) 
VIII.22 

(This relation means that the function f(t } lies entirely in 
the IR subspace). This is due to the fact that if f(t ) is 
in IR, (t ) at time t , this will remain true for every later 
time t ~\ t . The inverse is certainly not true and asymptotic 
retrodictions over tin» .iterval ^ which can become larger than 
t - t surely cannot be described only in lK subspace, i.e. 
only by means of the kinetic equation. Consequently, retrodiction 
of f by V is not valid asymptotically. 

Eq. VII.3 tells us that asymptotic retrodiction of 7(t) 
has rathe? to be described by the propagator V (_ t,t-"s)i Wj(t-"*i«y, 
which is lot an obvious point. Its physical meaning could proba
bly be analyzed in terms of "detailed balance", microscopic re
versibility and 0NSAGER1 relations for turbulent plasmas far from 
thermal equilibrium /Î37 : e.s in HASEGAWA's method, the results 
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presented in the present paper show indeed a notable dual struc
ture between a process and its time-reversed one, taking irre
versibility and non-Markovianity into account. Although many 
similarities in these two very different works would be interes
ting to analyse, we do not follow that line further here. 

In order to introduce the comparison with prediction, 
let us make a last comment. The problem of asymptotic retrodic-
tion for average trajectories (sect. Ill) as formulated here ac
tually involves a privileged time t at which It is stated that 
there are no fluctuations : U E <<((:) = £^(t)> . The result ob
tained in this case (eq. VII.3) is simply given by (use V.l) : 

< U f l - T j > / U . - < ~ U l i , k - ' J i ) \ ^ -- V Y M - T r j j VIII.2J 

Asymptotic trajectories are described by the asymptotic forward 
propagator <U^ with an infinitely distant initial time (t-'S}-»-»» 
We thus see that the problem considered here is the same as in 
the kinetic description : the time evolution of 7 is indeed 
described by the same asymptotic forward propagator <(j[> with 
the same infinitely distant initial time. Contrary to what can 
be deduced from an asymptotic interpretation of the equivalence 
between the SCHQDINGER and the HEISEHBERG picture (eq.VIII.l6), 
the t! dependence of < (t + "*)„. a n d ^V\^-*)X»j i s d e s o r l b e c l 

_j the same propagator V (more precisely by Y(k*t,k) and by 
V(til-Tf) ) and not by V and its adjoint, respectively. This 
is due to the fact that in both problems we have an infinitely 
distant initial time. 

http://eq.VIII.l6
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<^(t)>Jl4cv^fu1fc)a«.) = <vt^i> j m 

VIII.B.2 - Prediction. 

On the other hand, the problem of asymptotic predic
tions for average trajectories has been shown to be described 
by (VII.3) 

i.e : 
VIII.24 

This clearly means that we have an infinitely distant final time, 
in contradistinction with VIII.23 where we had an infinitely dis
tant initial time. In thus becomes rather obvious that the so 
defined prediction problem actually involves a non-kinetic pro
pagator K L (see section IV.B) since it actually corresponds to 
an asymptotic problem which is the inverse of the initial value 
asymptotic problem described in kinetic theory. 

This explains why (even for prediction) the asymptotic 
interpretation of VIII.16 could also be misleading. Knowing that, 
the forward evolution of ? is given by 

J(fc+tO = V"(k+-6,fc) f (f VIII.25 

one could indeed deduce from VIII.16 that the asymptotic predic
tion of trajectories would be giver by the adjoint, i.e : 

<<Ut4*)> =V +(t + V U ( t ) rW-ft ,*-+•*) *,M VIII.26 
° *' d i d a ) ) 
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which would correspond to 

* (r-a"'» V I 1 1 - 2 7 

Such result would be different from VII.3 or VIII.24 : as we 
have seen in VII.19,25, it would neglect important non-Markovian 
terms. Why are these results different ? 

It seems that these two asymptotic problems VIII.24 
(i.e. non kinetic problem with an Infinitely distant final time) 
and VIII.27 (i.e. kinetic problem with an Infinitely distant 
initial time) could be different ; the simple use of eq.VIII.l6 
to connect both problems apparently fails. 

The reason for this seems to be more subtle than for 
retrodiotion (where the error obviously consists in using a 
kinetic equation for asymptotic retrodiction of 7 ). Here, 
eq. VIII.25 is surely consistent with the validity condition of 
the kinetic equation. The reason why both asymptotic problems 
are different is actually rather unusual : it coulol be due to 
a breaking of time homogeneity. Let us explain this point. 

For a stationary turbulence at least, these two asymp
totic problems (with a distant, initial or final time) would have 
to be identical. We have seen, however, that the trajectory pro
blem as defined in III.5, actually involves a privileged time at 
which it is stated that there are no fluctuations in the coordi
nates x and v of the particles. The existence of a privileged 
time actually allows to break down the usual homogeneity of time. 
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The fact that the difference between VIII.24 and 27 persists 

even for a stationary turbulence could be due to the fact that 

the privileged time tp actually Plays a different role in the 

two problems : in VIII.24 the privileged time t 0 is kept fixed, 

while in VIII.27 it is going to -DO . This could explain why two 

physically equivalent problems could become different if the 

privileged time is treated differently in the asymptotic beha

viour* . 

An argument in favor of this explanation is the fact 

that the difference between the two problems VIII.24 and 27 ac

tually disappears in the case where the importance of the exis

tence of a privileged time also disappears. Let us explain this 

point. 

VIII.BO - Comment on finite f e effects. 

As known in stochastic processes (see p. 68 in /Ï77), 

the importance of a privileged time disappears in the case of a 

"differential process"or "white noise" where S^T ) ~ a (t ). 

This means that the field correlation is non vanishing only for 

fields at the same time : the correlation time is strictly zero. 

In this case we can check from explicit calculations of Section 

VIII.A that we only remain with the dominant D terms in the 

trajectories VII.14-18 : corrective P terms are vanishing, 

along with the Ifference between kinetic and non kinetic 

• SKADRON and JONES /Î47 have stressed the importance of 
specifying in a two-time~propagator which time is the variable : 
in their language this can lead to VLASOV or NEWTON trajectories. 
Here the importance of specifying the „ime variable and the pri
vileged time rather appears in the asymptotic problem. 
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propagators (IV.37-40) : 

V -ML — * o 

«J.»o 

The difference between the problems VIII.24 and 27 thus dis-

appears when TTQ = 0. Such is the usual case considered in 

other works where plasma turbulence is restricted to the Mar-

kovian white noise stochastic approximation (*£ = 0 : eq.3«I7 

in /Î07). Contributions associated with finite > effects 

and F terms have however been taken into account in enhanced 

LANDAU damping /27/-

PELLETIER /_lQj has quoted our previous work £57 to 

claim that taking into account the effects of a finite correla

tion time "£" is not very significant because Kv) is no lon

ger a propagator. It is true that ^ U ^ « < i s n°t a propagator 

(since the corrections A t 0 the propagators VI.8,9 have been 

proved to introduce non-secular terms which cannot be described 

by a propagator with a group property). Nevertheless the opera

tor V appearing in the kinetic theory ffj (along with the 

three other asymptotic forms of KU} ) is indeed a propaga

tor, with a group property. This propagator takes into account 

non-Markovian effects and finite "J- effects:. Contrary to 

PELLETIEH's claim, such effects treated in our previous-work /37 

are not only significant but they appear moreover to be of 

crucial importance for a correct description of the secular 

behaviour of asymptotic average trajectories appearing in the 
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theory ( F terms in VII.4.8). These trajectories are described 
without ambiguity by eqs. VII.3 including all secular contri
butions which are growing with time ; higher order non secular 
terms are described by Vl.lO-iJ. 

Prom a more general point of view, we note that the 
differences between PELLETIER's work /5, 10, 2§7 and ours /î,§7 
come from the fact that we are dealing with a kinetic theory. 
The subdynamics formulation we have used to derive the kinetic 
equation /\J insures that the asymptotic behaviour is described 
in a consistent way, without privileged time (the initial vali
dity condition VIII.22 Is indeed conserved at later times). This 
subdynamics method naturally introduces asymptotic propagators 
which have a group property and which take all non-Markovian 
effects into account from the beginning. This method allows us 
to derive an exact kinetic equation, along with its validity 
condition VTII.22. Although more formal, the theory is however 
more easy to handle, due to the use of exact properties of pro
pagators . 
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IX - CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the physical meaning of the asymp

totic perturbed trajectories involved in renormalized descrip

tions of plasma turbulence. This trajectory problem is usually 

defined as follows: given a non-fluctuating value y of a par

ticle trajectory at time t, what is the average value < ». (t+tjv, 

of this quantity at t t î for a long time interval t ? As it 

is stated that there are no fluctuations at time t, the latter 

appears as a privileged time and this fact has been shown to be 

of some importance. 

The asymptotic behaviour of perturbed average trajec

tories involve two kinds of terms : secular and non-secular terms. 

We have proved that the secular terms are correctly described, 

for retrodiction and prediction, by the propagators V(t,t~-fJ 

and W<i(fe,l + 1r) , respectively : 

<ijCb-TO> =V(fc,k--8)£ + -n.&.t. 
IX. 1 

for t -̂ 0 and ySy(t). The complete explicit results (VII.14-

18) of course agree with those obtained by integrating the equa

tions of motion. 

The non secular terms can obviously not be described 

by any propagator : its initial value being equal to unity, a 

propagator can only describe the non-perturbed initial value y. 

We have proved that the non-secular terms (n.s.t in eq.IX.l) are 
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taken into account by the differences A. between the propagators 
V , Wj. and the asymptotic value of <!/) (the average "VLASOV" 
propagator) : 

Av(L,t-TO -= <ua,t--s)> / ) s_-vft,t--»; ¥o I X 2 

The differences A actually appear not to be propagators be
cause 

As the corresponding contributions to average perturbed trajecto
ries are non-secular, they are usually neglected in the asymptotic 
approximation of long time intervals "S . Such terms are however 
much larger than non-asymptotic contributions (usually exponen
tially small) and have been the object i " some controversies 
which are discussed here concerning non-Markovian contributions. 

The propagators V and W-j- are called "asymptotic 
average propagators", in spite of the fact that they do not re
present the exact asymptotic limit of ^U ) (i.e. K^^At,. )* b u t 

only approximate asymptotic expressions, denoted by the following 
subscripts : 

"-*-" IX.5 

W ^ t ) , < U « o l i » t ^ IX_6 
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Actually there also exist two other propagators wx and Wn 

which represent other approximate expressions of ^ U) , which 
could be candidates to describe the asymptotic behaviour of per
turbed trajectories. These propagators are the adjoint of the 
previous ones : 

tf„(t.H = u£u.,« * < fU ,w> t ^ f w . ix.8 

The difficulty arises when we try ot understand why the approxi
mate asymptotic expressions (IX.5 and 6) describe correctly the 
secular terms in IX.1 and why not the other approximate expres
sions IX.7 and 8 ? The answer can be found in the way in which 
the asymptotic problem has been defined, i.e. 

The correct secular terms are thus described asymptotically by 
the limiting procedure t-o*» applied to eq.IX.9, i.e : 

(i) ^ U(k,t-"kO for retrodiction with an infinitely 
distant initial time (t-'S), thus described by V(tih-Tt) 

(see IX.5) 

(ii) K U(t ,t+ Ts)y _^ ^ for prediction with an infinitely 
distant final time (t+S), thus described by Wrft,fc + '&) 
(see eq. IX.6). 
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We also note the inversion symmetry between these two approximate 

limiting procedures describing the asymptotic trajectories (IX.1) : 

the retrodiction appears as a final value problem /y = y(t)7, 

the prediction appears as an Initial value problem. 

The unexpected point is that, even for a stationary 

turbulence, a difference could exist (in the same initial value 

problem) between an infinitely distant final time limiting pro

cedure like (IX.6) and an infinitely distant initial time limi

ting procedure like (IX.7). In the absence of such difference, 

asymptotic perturbed trajectories would have been simply descri

bed by \/ and its adjoint U/j . This would be the result ex

pected by analogy with exact reversible trajectories, described 

by the equivalence (VIII.16) between the SCHHODINOER and the 

HEISENBERG pictures for observable. But this is not true when 

non-Markovian effects are included. 

The difference between these two limiting procedures 

(IX.6 and 7), and the occurence of Wj. and not of W ^ in the 

correct answer, is due to the existence of a privileged time 

(here t ) which actually plays a differwirole in the two proce

dures and thus breaks down the time homogeneity. As expected from 

stochastic theory, the Influence of this privileged time disappears 

(and also A ) for white noise processes where V =W,, and 

\J = W j . In other words, for a zero correlation time -2"0, 

asymptotic trajectories are indeed described by V and its ad

joint. But this is a degenerate case where V î V-, is equal 

to W T # When *£ becomes finite, the degeracy is removed, and it 
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is no more equivalent to keep the privileged time fixed (as in 
IX.6) or to let it go to - 0» (as in IX.7). 

These delicate points involved in asymptotic trajectory 
calculations ( A terms and non-Markovian terms) have not only 
led to some controversies, but moreover appear as a basic diffi
culty in the kinetic description of plasma turbulence. In many 
descriptions, the average operator ^ U) is introduced from the 
beginning, in a master equation. It then appears to be difficult 
to derive a kinetic equation describing the asymptotic behaviour: 
the asymptotic limit of {U) is no more a propagators precisely 
because of the A terms, and the theory is very difficult to 
build in the absence of the group property. In our kinetic des
cription of plasma turbulence, this difficulty does not appear 
since only the propagator Y (group) is involved in the equation 
and not £U} • The understanding of the delicate properties in
volved in the present work thus allows us to explain the origine 
of the differences between kinetic descriptions of plasma tur
bulence as performed in /5, 10, 287 and /4, 87, respectively. 
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